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Aims & Scope

Current Chinese Medical Science (CCMS) publishes original research articles, letters, case reports, reviews/mini-reviews and guest edited thematic issues dealing with various topics related to Medical Sciences in China, while contributions from abroad are also welcome.

Current Chinese Medical Science Journal is not limited to a specific aspect of the field but instead devoted to a wide range of sub fields in the field. Articles of interdisciplinary nature are particularly welcome. Submission in the following areas are of special interest to the readers of this journal:

- Cardiology and Cardiovascular Medicine
- Hypertension
- Oncology
- Genetics
- Endocrinology
- Nuclear medical science
- Cell and molecular Biology
- Biochemistry
- Immunology and Allergy
- Hematology
- Diagnostic and molecular imaging
- General and internal medicine
- Gastroenterology
- Pathology and Forensic Medicine
- Clinical and Experimental Pathology
- Nephrology
- Orthopaedics
- Geriatrics
- Paediatrics
- Neurology
- Nutrition
- Pharmacology
- Dermatology
- Exercise and sports medicine
- Palliative care
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